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Acquiescence in Components Analysis and
Multidimensional Scaling of Self-Rating Items
Mark L. Davison and Niyada Srichantra
University of Minnesota

Earlier work has shown that when multidimensional

scaling (MDS) is applied to item intercorrelations, met-
ric MDS implicitly subtracts the standardized person
mean (SPM) from responses. As a result, when a met-
ric or nonmetric MDS solution is compared to a com-
ponents solution, the components solution often con-
tains one component with no counterpart among the
scaling dimensions. If self-report items form a bal-
anced scale and negatively worded items are not re-
verse scored, the SPM is closely related to several con-
cepts of acquiescence and disacquiescence. In this
paper, MDS and components solutions are compared
using two balanced self-report item sets. In the Likert
self-report attitude item set, the MDS and components
solutions were essentially the same. In a set of affec-
tive well-being items, the components solution con-
tained a general component with no counterpart among
the scaling dimensions. Scores along the general com-
ponent were substantially correlated with measures of
acquiescence and disacquiescence. Results in the sec-
ond dataset suggest that when the self-report items are
balanced and the negatively worded items have not
been reverse scored, MDS and components solutions
can differ largely with respect to a component closely
associated with certain measures of acquiescence. In-
dex terms: acquiescence, attitude measurement, factor
analysis, multidimensional scaling, personality mea-
surement, response bias, self-report items.

Factor analysis and components analysis remain
the most common methods used to analyze the
structure. of tests or items. More and more, how-

ever, multidimensional scaling (MDS) has been rec-
ommended for the same purpose. Schiffman, Rey-
nolds, and Young (1981, p. 15) probably offered
the strongest recommendation, emphasizing the ex-
perimental, mathematical, and interpretive advan-
tages of MDS. MDS analyses of tests or items have
been reported in Farley and Cohen (1974), Gutt-
man (1966), Kami and Levin (1972), Lehmann
(1974), Levin, Montag, and Comrey (1983), Na-
pior (1972), Ronen, Kraut, Lingoes, and Aranya
(1979), Rounds, Davison, and Dawis (1979),
Schlessinger and Guttman (1969), and Silverstein
(1987).
Guttman (1966; Schlessinger & Guttman, 1969)

argued that nonmetric MDS provides a more par-
simonious representation of test structure. Gutt-
man’s research showed a two-dimensional non-
metric MDS in which the major features of a five-
factor solution can be discerned. Lingoes (1971)
proved an upper-bound condition that offers some
indirect theoretical support for Guttman’s argu-
ment. It is well known that the correlations among
n variables can be reproduced exactly by n com-
ponents at most. Lingoes (1971) showed that fewer
than ~c dimensions are required to reproduce the
order information of a square symmetric matrix in
a nonmetric MDS based on a distance model. Hence
the upper bound on the number of components
needed to reproduce a correlation matrix is greater
than the upper bound on the number of dimensions
needed to reproduce that same matrix in a non-
metric MDS.
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Relations between MDS and factor analysis have
been investigated by Davison (1983, 1985),
MacCallum (1974), and Tucker (1972). Mac-

Callum presented a comprehensive review cover-
ing types of data analyzed, assumptions, objec-
tives, and computational procedures.

Davison (1983, 1985) studied relations between
a special case of factor analysis (components anal-
ysis) and MDS (both metric and nonmetric) when
the two methods were applied to the same inter-
correlation matrix. Like MacCallum (1974), Dav-
ison (1985) noted that components analysis and
metric MDS use closely related computational tech-
niques ; both employ theorems introduced into psy-
chology by Eckart and Young (1936) to obtain
coordinate estimates, that is, component loadings
in components analysis and scale values in metric
MDS. In particular, Davison discussed how the MDS
dimension scale values compare to the component
loadings when both MDS and components analysis
are applied to the same intercorrelation matrix. Us-
ing an algebraic argument, he showed that metric
multidimensional scaling tends to implicitly sub-
tract a source of item variance: the standardized

person mean (SPM).
Let zi, be the score of person ~ on item i. For

person s, the SPM z ~ is an average score for person
s computed across all items: z.s = (1/7) 2,z~ where
I is the number of items. The SPM represents the
overall level of the person’s profile of item scores.

Davison (1985) pointed out that the K-dimen-
sional metric multidimensional scaling solution

contains the first K components of the scalar prod-
ucts matrix ~ . Let

~~‘ is an I x I matrix having rows and columns s
corresponding to items. The element in row i c&reg;1-
umn j of ~* is ~1* _ (1/,S) 1, z*zj*,, where S is the
number of persons. Although the K-dimensional
metric MDS solution contains the first K compo-
nents of &reg;* 9 the K components analysis solution
contains the first K components of R with elements

rij = (1/S) ~Szlsz~s. Note that ry and 8* are identical
except that rii involves standardized scores, zi, and

zj,, whereas 8j involves standardized scores ex-

pressed as deviations about person means, z~ and
z*.is

Because the metric MDS solution contains com-

ponents of A*, whose elements are sums of cross-
products of the deviation scores, z~ = zis - z.s,
Davison (1985) concluded that metric MDS implic-
itly subtracts the standardized person mean from
the solution. One implication of Davison’s (1985)
result is the following: Whereas the loadings ob-
tained in a components analysis constitute a co-
ordinate representation reflecting variation in item
score profiles due to level, scatter, and shape, the
scale values in a metric scaling constitute a coor-
dinate representation reflecting variation due to

scatter and shape (but not level).
What is the effect on the solution of subtracting

the SPM? In general, it is difficult to characterize

the effect. In this article, two special cases are of
particular interest. In the first special case, the SPM
is zero for everyone (all profiles have the same
level), and it can be seen from Equation 1 that

subtracting the SPM will have no effect; A* and R
will be identical, and the metric MDS and com-

ponents solutions will be the same if the number
of dimensions in the MDS solution equals the num-
ber of components in the components solution. In

practice, of course, the person means are not ex-
pected to be exactly equal for all people. However,
if there is little variation in person means, then a

components solution and a metric MDS solution
should be approximately the same if the same num-
bers of components and dimensions are extracted.

In the second special case, implicitly subtracting
the SPM removes a component so that one com-

ponent in the components solution exists with no

counterpart in the metric MDS solution. The’ ’miss-

ir~~&dquo; component would have a distinctive form: All
loadings along the &dquo;missing&dquo; component would
be equal. In practice, of course, the loadings would
not be expected to be exactly Rather, if the
data approximate this second special case, then
there will be a component along which all loadings
are of the same sign and approximately the same
magnitude; this component will have no counter-
part in a metric MDS solution.

The term ’ ’general c&reg;mp&reg;nent9’ in the remainder
of this article refers to any component in which all
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loadings are of the same sign and approximately
equal magnitude. Although &dquo;general component&dquo;
has been used to refer to components for which all
measures have substantial, nonzero loadings, the
definition used here is more restrictive because it

requires all loadings to have the same sign and
approximately the same magnitude

Thus, when both metric MDS and components
analysis are applied to the same correlation matrix,
Davison (1985) pointed out that, because the two
methods employ the Eckart-Young decomposition,
special cases exist in which a close correspondence
between the component loadings and metric MDS
scale values is expected.

Furthermore, Davison (1985) showed that these
relations between metric MDS and components
analysis also tend to hold for nonmetric MDS and
components analysis. In his monte carlo studies of
simulated correlations, Davison found that metric
and nonmetric MDS gave similar solutions when

the number of dimensions was held constant. The

monte carlo metric MDS and nonmetric MDS solu-

tions tended to stand in the same relationship to
the components solution. That is, when Davison
simulated special Case 1 (SPM equals zero), the
components solution, metric MDS, and nonmetric
MDS solutions were essentially the same (within a
rotation and uniform stretching/shrinking of the MDS
axes). When Davison simulated special Case 2
(general component loadings of same magnitude
and sign), both the metric and nonmetric MDS so-
lutions lacked a general component found in the
components solution, but all components other than
the general component corresponded to one of the
dimensions in the metric MDS solution and one of
the dimensions in the nonmetric MDS solution.

In his real data examples, involving subscales
of Holland’s (1965) Vocational Preference Inven-
tory and the General Aptitude Test Battery (U.S.
Department of Labor, 1970), Davison (1985) found
that components and nonmetric MDS solutions were
very similar to special Case 2. In a subsequent
study, Silverstein (19~7) found much the same cor-
respondence between components and nonmetric
MDS analyses of subscales from the WAIS-R (Wechs-
ler, 19~1), the WISC-R (Wechsler, 1974), and the
wppsi (Wechsler, 1967). In short, when the prox-

imity data are correlations, special cases exist in
which it can be shown algebraically that certain
correspondences exist between components and
metric MDS solutions; monte carlo simulations sug-
gest that roughly those same correspondences exist
between components and nonmetric MDS solutions;
and the correspondence described in the second
special case has been observed in components and
nonmetric MDS analyses of a number of different
instruments.

Focusing on a very specific application, this pa-
per concerns the meaning of the SPM, the variance
implicitly removed by metric MDS. The particular
application employed here is using MDS to study
the intercorrelations of self-report ratings on items
that form a balanced scale. A balanced scale is one

in which half of the items are positively worded
and half are negatively worded. Negatively worded
items were not reverse scored, so the &dquo;strongly
agree&dquo; (or &dquo;always true of me&dquo;) response received
the highest item score whether or not the item was
positively or negatively worded.

In the special case considered here, the SPM is
closely associated with the response styles acqui-
escence and disacquiescence as defined by some
authors. If MDS and components analysis yield dif-
ferent coordinate representations of item structure,
components analysis will often yield a component
with no counterpart among the MDS dimensions,
and if certain concepts of acquiescence and dis-
acquiescence are accepted, then this &dquo;extra&dquo; com-

ponent will be closely associated with them. Two
datasets are used to illustrate the empirical rela-
tionship between the SPM and acquiescence/dis-
acquiescence indices. These examples are also used
to illustrate two possible relationships between
components analysis and nonmetric MDS represen-
tations of self-report item structure.

Acquiescence

Relating acquiescence to MDS and components
analysis is complicated by the fact that the literature
contains several concepts of acquiescence. One
concept holds that acquiescence is itself trait-like
in that an individual’s tendency to acquiesce is

consistent across diverse item sets (Couch & Ken-
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iston, 1960). This generalized acquiescence con-
cept has largely been discredited (Block, 1965;
Rorer, 1965). More recent authors (Ray, 1979,
1983; Ray & Pratt, 1979; Winkler, Kanouse, &
Ware, 1982, 1984) have conceptualized acquies-
cence as a response tendency specific to a particular
set of items. An item-specific concept of acqui-
escence implies that any measure of acquiescence
must be taken on the set of items to which it refers.

Within the conceptualization of acquiescence as
item specific, three statistical definitions of acqui-
escence have been presented (Chapman & Bock,
1958; Ray, 1979, 1983; Ray & Pratt, 1979; Wink-
ler et al., 1982). The definitions differed in the
methods used to calculate an acquiescence score
for each individual and in their assumptions about
the items over which the calculations will be made.
All of these authors presume balanced scales, scales

containing an equal number of positively and neg-
atively worded items. However, Chapman and Bock
(1958) and Winkler et al. (1982), but not Ray (1983),
presumed a stronger reversal scale that consists of
positively or negatively worded item pairs. For each
item pair the negatively worded item is the logical
opposite of the positively worded member. Such
reversal scales are a special case of balanced scales.

Several algebraic relationships exist between
various acquiescence/disacquiescence scores that
are important. For c&reg;nvenience, Ray’s (1983) score
was used as a reference point with which to com-
pare all of the other acquiescence/disacquiescence
scores. Ray’s acquiescence score is the sum of item
responses before reverse scoring negatively worded
items: AR = 2:¡x¡s. The more a person agrees with
statements, on average, the higher the person’s score,
A,, will be. Because the sum of item responses,
~4R, is simply the elevation in the item responses
of a person, Ray equates acquiescence with the
elevation of raw scores for a given person.
Chapman and Bock’s ( 195~) acquiescence score

equals one-half the difference between the total
scores on positively and negatively worded items
after reverse scoring negatively worded items. Sri-
chantra (1987; Srichantra & Davison, 1987) has
shown that the Ray and Chapman-Bock scores are
linearly related when computed on the same items.
lf AR is Ray’s acquiescence score, Acs is Chapman

and Bock’s acquiescence score, I is the number of
items, and k is the maximum item score, then

A,, = (l/2)AR - (II4)k (Srichantra &Davison, 1987).
Winkler et al.’s (1982) acquiescence score is the

number of logically opposite item pairs for which
the person agrees to both members of the pair. If
there are I items and 1/2 logically opposite item
pairs, then the Winkler et all (1982) acquiescence
score can range from 0 to 1/2. Winkler et al. (1982)
also defined a disacquiescence score as the number
of logically opposite pairs for which the person
disagrees with both members of the pair. Like their
acquiescence score, this disacquiescence score can
range from 0 to 1/2. When the items are dichoto-

mously scored, Srichantra and Davison (1987) have
shown that Ray’s acquiescence score is linearly
related to the difference between Winkler et al.’s s

acquiescence and disacquiescence scores. That is,
if A, and 17~, represent Winkler’s acquiescence and
disacquiescence scores, then A, = AW - Dw + 1/2
(Srichantra & Davison, 1987). When the items are
not dichotomously scored, however, no algebraic
relationship exists between Ray’s acquiescence score
and the acquiescence/disacquiescence scores of

Winkler et al. (1982).
Not only is Ray’s acquiescence score algebrai-

cally related to the acquiescence score of Chapman
and Bock (1958) and to the difference between the
acquiescence and disacquiescence scores of Wink-
ler et al. (1982) when the items are dichotomously
scored, but Ray’s acquiescence score is also di-

rectly related to the SPM implicitly subtracted by
MDS when all item scores have equal variances.
Except for multiplication by 1/I, the SPM is a stan-
dardized form of Ray’s acquiescence score. If neg-
atively worded items have not been reverse scored,
then Ray’s acquiescence score is a sum of raw item
scores whereas the SPM is an average of standard-

ized item scores.

Because Ray’s score is linearly related to Chap-
man and Bock’s, the SPM is also linearly related
to Chapman and Bock’s acquiescence score if com-
puted from standardized item responses (or if all
items have equal variances). In addition, because
Ray’s score is linearly related to the difference
between Winkler et al.’s acquiescence and disac-
quiescence scores when items are dichotomously
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scored, the SPM is linearly related to the difference
between Winkler et al.’s (1982) acquiescence and
disacquiescence scores if computed from standard-
ized, dichotomous item scores (or if all items have
equal variances). In sum, when computed on stan-
dardized scores (or when items have equal vari-
ances), the SPM is linearly related to ACB and A~;
and if the items are also dichotomous, the SPM is
linearly related to the difference between A~, and
17~,.

The two studies described below illustrate the

relationship between the SPM and the various ac-
quiescence and disacquiescence scores. Because
the Chapman and Bock (1958) and Ray (1979)
acquiescence scores are essentially equivalent (lin-
early related), they were treated as one score, ACBR.
The examples also illustrate possible relationships
between components analysis and MDS coordinate
representations of self-report item structure. Study
1 focused on two sets of self-report attitude items
forming reversal scales. Study 2 used a set of self-
report affect items forming a balanced, but not a
reversal scale.

Studs 1
Method

Participants. The participants were 112 un-
dergraduate students who enrolled in a 10-week
intermediate algebra class at the University of Min-
nesota. The students came from three classes which

were taught by different instructors. All classes
were compatible in terms of course content, method
of teaching, class activities, and exams.

Attitude measures. The attitude measure cov-

ered two related areas: attitudes toward attending
the mathematics class and attitudes toward the class
in general. Both the Attendance and General scales
were reversal scales. The Attendance scale con-
tained 18 items composed of 9 pairs. Within a pair,
both items were constructed so that they were as
equivalent as possible in content and psychological
meaning, but one was worded in the positive di-
rection and the other was worded in the negative
direction. The General scale contained 20 items

composed of 10 logically opposite pairs. Students
responded to items by indicating their level of

agreement on a four-point Likert scale (i.e., strongly
agree, agree, disagree, and strongly disagree). The
attitude measure was administered to students dur-

ing the sixth week of the 10-week quarter.
For each scale, five scores were computed: (1)

a total attitude score, (2) the SPM, (3) Winkler et
al.’s (1982) acquiescence measure, (4) Winkler et
al.’s disacquiescence measure, and (5) the Chap-
man-Bock-Ray acquiescence measure. The total at-
titude score was the sum of the item scores after
reverse scoring negatively worded items. The SPM
was the average item score for standardized items

before reverse scoring negatively worded items.
The Winkler et al. acquiescence measure was the
number of logically opposite pairs for which the
student agreed to both members of the pair. The
Winkler et al. disacquiescence score was the num-
ber of logically opposite pairs for which the student
disagreed with both members of the pair. For the
Attendance scale, the Winkler et al. acquiescence
and disacquiescence scores could range from 0 to
9, and for the General scale they could range from
0 to 10. The Chapman-Bock-Ray acquiescence score
was the sum of item scores before reverse scoring
negatively worded items.

Results

For both attitude scales, Table I shows the in-

tercorrelations among the total attitude score, the

SPM score, the Winkler acquiescence and disac-
quiescence scores (~4w and l~w), the difference

~w - Dw, and the Chapman-Bock-Ray acquies-
cence score (AcBR)’ On both scales, the correlation
between the SPM and the Chapman-Bock-Ray mea-
sure of acquiescence was .99, suggesting that the
SPM was virtually identical to their acquiescence
measure.

Because ACBR is nearly identical to the SPM and
it is linearly related to the difference between the
Winkler acquiescence and disacquiescence scores
when items are dichotomously scored, it is not

surprising to find that the SPM is positively corre-
lated with flw and negatively correlated with Dw in
both datasets. Although the SPM was significantly
correlated with the Winkler et al. measure of ac-

quiescence in both datasets, the correlations of .66
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Table 1

Intercorrelations of Total Attitude (TA) Score,
SPM Score, and Acquiescence Scores for the Attendance

Scale (Above the Diagonal), and the

General Scale (Below the Diagonal) 
________

and .50 for the Attendance and General scales re-

spectively are not nearly so high as those between
the SPM and ~4CBR. Nor is the Winkler disacquies-
cence measure as closely associated with the SPM
(r = - .63 and r = - .36) as is ACBR. The SPM
was more highly correlated with the difference be-
tween AW and 17W in both the Attendance (r = .78,
p < .01) and the General (r = .67, p < .01) scales
than it was with Aw or 17w separately. In these data,
the SPM implicitly subtracted by metric MDS was
virtually perfectly correlated with acquiescence as
defined by Chapman and Bock (1958) and Ray
(1983), and it was substantially correlated with ac-
quiescence, disacquiescence, and the difference
between acquiescence and disacquiescence as de-
fined by Winkler et al. (1982).

For this particular dataset, components analysis
and the nonmetric scaling program KYST (Kruskal,
Young, & Seery, 1973) gave very similar results
when applied to the inter-item correlations before
reverse scoring. Components solutions were ob-
tained in one to five components/dimensions. For
Components 1 through 5 respectively, the eigen-
values were 4.41, 2.09, 1.85, 1.48, and 1.17 in
the solutions based on the Attendance scale and

6.54, 2.26, 1.68, 1.34, and ~.17 in the solutions
based on the General scale. All components beyond
the fifth had eigenvalues less than 1. For the one-
through five-dimensional KYST solutions, stress

statistics were .29, .14, .09, .06, and .04 in so-
lutions based on the Attendance scale and .09, .08,

.05, and .03 for solutions based on the General
scale.

The first five components did not contain a gen-
eral component along which all items had loadings
of the same sign. This result suggests that these
data correspond to the first case described above
in which components analysis and nonmetric scal-
ing give essentially the same coordinate represen-
tations. Congruence coefficients were computed for
solutions with equal numbers of components/di-
mensions. Both the component and MDS solutions
were placed in a principal axis orientation. Where
necessary, dimensions were reflected. For solu-
tions based on the Attendance scale items with one
to five components/dimensions respectively, the

congruence coefficients were .98, .95, .96, .95,
and .95. Using the General scale items, the con-
gruence coefficients were .99, .91, .91, .93, and
.92.
The component by dimension congruence coef-

ficients were also computed and are shown in Table
2. Congruence coefficients for matching compo-
nents/dimensions are shown along the diagonals in
each of the submatrices. Although there are ex-
most of the coefficients are greater than
.90. The lowest values occur for Components/Di-
mensions 4 and 5 in the five component/dimension
solutions using the General scale. Some of the mis-
match can be attributed to incongruent rotations,
because the fourth component (dimension) matches
the fifth dimension (component) almost as well as
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the fourth component matches the fourth dimension
and almost as well as the fifth component matches
the fifth dimension.

Table 3 displays the correspondence between the
four-component and four-dimensional solutions for
the Attendance scale. To arrive at the scale values

in Table 3, the signs of all items were reflected
(where necessary) along a dimension to bring them
into correspondence with the signs of loadings, and
the scale values were normalized so their total sum

of squares (across all four dimensions) equaled the
sum of squared component loadings. This trans-
formation of the nonmetric scaling solution is con-
sistent with the fact that the MDS solution is de-

termined only up to a rotation, translation of the
origin, and uniform stretching or shrinking of the
axes. With a few exceptions, the component load-
ing for each item roughly equals the corresponding
nonmetric scale value in sign and magnitude.
Even though components and nonmetric MDS

solutions in equal numbers of components/dimen-
sions are very similar, it should be noted that two

researchers, one of whom uses components anal-

ysis and one of whom uses nonmetric MDS, might
not arrive at the same coordinate representation.
Because nonmetric MDS can often reproduce data
well in a small number of dimensions and because

a tradition exists in MDS of retaining low dimen-
sionality solutions (particularly two-dimensional
solutions), the researcher using MDS may well re-
tain a solution with fewer dimensions than that

retained by the researcher using components anal-
ysis.

Thus, these data show that the SPM was virtually
identical to the Chapman-Bock-Ray acquiescence
score. Although the correlations were not near 1

in absolute value, the SPM was substantially cor-
related with Winkler’s acquiescence score, disac-

quiescence score, and the difference between the
two. The difference AW - ~7~, was more highly cor-
related with the SPM than was either ~~, or I~~,
separately. In these data, the relationship between
the MDS and components solutions in up to five

components/dimensions approximated Davison’s

Table 2

Component by Dimension Congruence Coefficients
for the Attendance and General Scales
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Table 3

Components (Com) and Dimensions (Dim) from the
Unrotated Four Components Solution and Four-Dimensional

Nonmetric MDS Solution for the Attendance Scale

-- 

(Coefficient of Congruence = .95)

(1985) first special case. When his first case holds
exactly, the SPM is equal for every person, and the
components and metric MDS solutions will be iden-
tical. When analyzed in up to five components, the
components and nonmetric scaling representations
of these attitude items were highly similar.

Study 2

Method

Participants. The p icip~ts were 638 resi-
dents drawn from 30 nursing homes in the moun-
tain states region. Because of missing data, sample
sizes in the various analyses ranged from 621 to
638.

Affect measure. Trained interviewers orally
administered a questionnaire to each resident in the
study. The questionnaire asked about physical,
psychological, and social characteristics of the res-
ident. Twelve affective well-being items were in-
cluded, seven negative-affect items and five pos-

itive-affect items. The present analysis focused on
these affect items.

Negative-affect items asked about the frequency
with which the resident felt bothered by nerves,
sad, depressed, worried, tense, suicidal, and lonely.
The positive-affect items asked how often the res-
ident felt happy, interested in life, fresh and rested
in the morning, had something to look forward to,
and cheerful. Because the various definitions of

acquiescence assume a balanced scale, two nega-
tively worded items were eliminated (suicide and
worry). Residents responded on a four-point scale
ranging from &dquo;Most of the time&dquo; to &dquo;None of the
time&dquo; with &dquo;I don’t know&dquo; as an additional re-

sponse alternative. Interviewers administered the

items orally and recorded the response (or &dquo;No

response&dquo; if the resident did not reply).
Three scores were derived from responses to the

affective well-being items. The first was an Ac-
quiescence score, the sum of raw item responses
before reverse scoring negative-affect items9 which
is Ray’s (1979, 1983) acquiescence score. While
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the scoring formula is essentially equivalent (lin-
early related) to that of Chapman and Bock (1958),
because the items do not constitute a reversal scale
the acquiescence score is technically not that of
Chapman and Bock. Because the items did not
constitute a reversal scale, the Winkler et al. (1982)
acquiescence score could not be computed on these
data.

The second score was the SPM, the sum of stan-

dardized item scores before reverse scoring nega-
tive-affect items. The third score was the Affective

Well-Being score, the sum of raw item scores after
reverse scoring negative-affect items.

Results

The correlation between the acquiescence score
and the SPM was 1. For purposes of correlational

analyses, these two measures were treated as one.
As in the previous study, acquiescence as com-
puted by Ray was virtually identical to the SPM
implicitly subtracted from responses by metric MDS.

For this particular dataset, the unrotated com-
ponents solution contained a general component,
Component 2, with no counterpart among the non-
metric scaling dimensions. Nonmetric scaling and
components analyses in one through four dimen-
sions/components were performed on the intercor-
relations of items before reverse scoring the neg-

ative-affect items. For Components 1 through 4,
the eigenvalues were 4.08, 1.44, .88, and .69.
Stress statistics for the one- through four-dimen-
sional KYST solutions all equaled .01.
To further illustrate the possible relationships

between the components and nonmetric MDS so-

lutions, Table 4 contains the loadings from the
unrotated four-component solution and the scale
values from the three-dimensional nonmetric scal-

ing solution. Where necessary, dimension scale
values in Table 4 were reflected. The sum of squared
scale values was normalized so as to equal the sum
of squared factor loadings along Components 1,3, 9
and 4.

Component 2 in Table 4 is the general compo-
nent along which all items have loadings of the
same sign and approximately the same magnitude.
This second component is closely associated with
the SPM and Ray’s acquiescence score. The cor-
relation of Component 2 scores with SPM scores
was .99. The correlation between Component 2
scores and Ray’ acquiescence score was also .99.
Component 2 has no counterpart among the scaling
dimensions.

Other than Component 2, all three remaining
components closely match a corresponding dimen-
sion. Scale values along Dimension I closely match
Component 1 loadings in sign and magnitude. Di-
mension 2 matches Component 3 and Dimension

Table 4

Components (Com) and Dimensions (Dim) from the

Unrotated Four Components Solution and
Three-Dimensional Nonmetric MDS Solution for the

Affective Well-Being Scale
(Coefficient of Congruence = .97)
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3 matches Component 4. For the three-dimensional
nonmetric scaling dimensions and the three com-
ponents other than Component 2, the congruence
coefficient was .97.

Similarly close matches occurred for other com-
binations of dimensions and components. For the
one-dimensional scaling solution and two-compo-
nent solution, the congruence coefficient (deleting
Component 2) was .99. For the two-dimensional
scaling solution and three-component solution, the
congruence coefficient (after deleting Component
2) was .94.

Component by dimension congruence coeffi-

cients were also computed and are shown in Table
5. Congruence coefficients for matching compo-
nents/dimensions are shown on the diagonals of
Table 5. The congruence coefficients in Table 5

confirm that the general component has no coun-
terpart in the two- or three-dimensional solutions.
The largest congruence coefficient for the general
component and a dimension is .149. All other com-

ponents have congruence coefficients of greater than
.90 with a corresponding dimension.
As in Study l, the SPM in Study 2 was virtually

identical to Ray’s acquiescence score. However,
the relationship between the components solution
and the nonmetric-scaling solution was quite unlike
that in Study 1. In Davison’s (1985) special Case
2, a component exists in the components solution

with no counterpart among the MDS dimensions.
That &dquo;extra&dquo; component has a very distinctive form:
All items have approximately equal loadings. In
the present study, Component 2 approximated this
distinctive form, and it had no counterpart among
the nonmetric scaling dimensions. Component scores
along the &dquo;extra&dquo; component correlated almost

perfectly with the SPM (.99) and with Ray’s ac-
quiescence measure (.99). The component with no
counterpart among the nonmetric MDS dimensions
was closely linked to acquiescence as defined by
Ray (1979). The data in Study 2 lead to another
important point: The general component need not
be the first component. Unless the variance asso-
ciated with elevation (SPM) is substantial, the gen-
eral component associated with elevation will not
be the one accounting for the most variance. In
Study 2, the general component associated with the
SPM emerged as the second component, not the
first.

Discussion

Does MDS implicitly correct for acquiescence?
Metric MDS implicitly subtracts the standardized
person mean. Whether a researcher considers this

a correction for acquiescence will depend on how
the items are constructed, how the items are scored,
and how the researcher defines acquiescence. When

Table 5

Component by Dimension Congruence Coefficients
for the Well-Being Scale
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the items form a balanced scale and negatively
worded items are not reverse scored, the SPM im-

plicitly subtracted by MDS is linked to several mea-
sures of acquiescence. Combining the theoretical
and empirical results indicates that the SPM sub-
tracted by metric MDS seems most closely linked
to acquiescence as defined by Ray (1979) and, if
the items also form a reversal scale, to acquies-
cence as defined by Chapman and Bock (1958).
Under these conditions, the SPM is a standardized
form of the Ray or Chapman-Bock acquiescence
measures. For the attitude datasets, in which the
Ray and Chapman-Bock acquiescence scores were
essentially identical (linearly related), the corre-
lations of the SPM and the Chapman-Bock-Ray ac-
quiescence measures were .99 and 1. In the affec-
tive well-being data, the correlation between the
SPM and Ray’s acquiescence score was 1 to two

decimal places.
The SPM seems less closely linked to acquies-

cence and disacquiescence as defined by Winkler
et al. (1982) than with acquiescence as defined by
Chapman and Bock (1958) or Ray (1979). Both
the theoretical and empirical results suggest that
the SPM is more highly associated with the differ-
ence between Winkler et al.’s (1982) acquiescence
and disacquiescence scores than with either Wink-
ler’s acquiescence or disacquiescence scores con-
sidered separately.

Although the spm may be nearly identical to
acquiescence as defined by Chapman and Bock
(1958) and Ray (1979) when the items form a bal-
anced (or reversal) scale and negatively worded
items have not been reverse scored, it seems un-

likely that the SPM is pure response-style variance.
Srichantra and Davison (1987) reported 18 corre-
lations (9 for the Attendance and 9 for the General
scale) between the Chapman-Bock-Ray acquies-
cence measure (which was virtually identical to the
SPM) and several class attendance and class
achievement variables. Three of the 18 correlations
were significant at the .&reg;5 level. In no instance did
the SPM account for as much as 10% of the variance
in any of the class attendance or achievement var-
iables. Because the SPM was virtually identical to
the Chapman-Bock-Ray acquiescence score, it must
be concluded that the SPM carries a portion of valid,

trait-related variance, but apparently a very small
portion.

If MDS corrects for acquiescence by implicitly
subtracting the spm, Study 1 suggests that some-
times the 6 ‘c&reg;rre~ti&reg;~&dquo; has no effect. In that study,
components and nonmetric MDS solutions in up to
five dimensions were nearly identical. On the other
hand, Study 2 illustrates how components solutions
and nonmetric scaling solutions can differ in that
the components solution contains a component with
no counterpart among the scaling dimensions. In
solutions with up to four dimensions and five com-

ponents, only Component 2 lacked a counterpart
among the nonmetric scaling dimensions. Com-
ponent 2 scores correlated almost perfectly with
Ray’s acquiescence scores and SPM scores. Non-
metric MDS &dquo;c&reg;rrected’ for acquiescence as de-
fined by Ray in that it included no dimension cor-
responding to the component whose component
scores correlated almost perfectly with Ray’s ac-
quiescence scores.

In applying the results of this paper, note that
MDS seems to implicitly remove the elevation (spm)
variance of scores, and if a component exists that

corresponds to the elevation variance, that com-
ponent will not be represented by a dimension in
the MDS solution. MDS will eliminate acquiescence
variance from the representation of item structure
only if the elevation variance corresponds to ac-
quiescence variance. At a minimum, for the SPM
to represent acquiescence variance, the items must
be balanced and the items must not be reverse sco-

red. Only when items are not reverse scored will
differences in the tendency to agree be reflected
by differences in the elevation (spm) of item re-
sponses. True balancing of items requires that the
items be half favorably (positively) and half un-
favorably (negatively) worded. It also requires that
acquiescence contribute an equal proportion of var-
iance to the positively and negatively worded items.

In short, if MDS is to eliminate acquiescence
variance from the representation of structure, the
researcher must consciously design the items and
score the items so that elevation (SPM) variance
will correspond to acquiescence variance. When
the items are not so appropriately designed and
scored, the elevation variance will not correspond
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to acquiescence; MDS may still remove the general
component, if any, but the component removed
will now correspond to something other than ac-
quiescence.
One last issue deserves mention. The acquies-

cence measures discussed here (Chapman & Bock,
1958; Ray, 1983; Winkler et al., 1982) come from
the attitude literature. Jackson and his colleagues
(~&reg;rf ~ Jackson, 1972; Rogers, 1971; Voyce &
Jackson, 1977) have convincingly argued that two
acquiescence processes exist: the tendency to agree
to statements and the tendency to ascribe charac-
teristics to oneself. According to these authors, the
former tendency is more pronounced in attitude
responses while the latter is more pronounced in
personality responses. However, the vast majority
of personality questionnaires appear to confound
the two tendencies so that the variance associated

with the tendency to agree is virtually identical to
the variance associated with the tendency to ascribe
characteristics to oneself. Therefore, for purposes
of the arguments in this paper, similar reasoning
to elevation of responses in personality and
attitude items. Because acquiescence does corre-
spond to a somewhat different process in the two
domains, however, it is possible that the statistical
property, elevation of responses, is more closely
tied to the psychological phenomenon, acquies-
cence, in one domain than in the other.
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